


OCTOBER SCHOOL 2017 
 
Background 
The Institute for Contemporary Art Research (IFCAR) at Zurich University of the Arts, Zurich, Switzerland, (ZHdK) in May 
2015, introduced through a conference in Bombay  ‘Draft’ a project, which collectively considers how contemporary art 
can initiate, invoke and contribute to public debates. (http://www.draftprojects.info/home.html).  
 
Dr. Schenker had invited in 2013, Sharmila Samant and Tushar Joag for participation in the Draft project and the 
possibility of a future collaboration. Dr Schenker subsequently had 3 meetings with Sharmila Samant regarding a possible 
partnership in the project. In 2016 IFCAR under the aegis of Dr. Christoph Schenker initiated an international network that 
enables exchange and cooperation on current public issues, with partners interested to work together in research, higher 
education and public art work. In the year 2016 IFCAR held a summer school for which The Department of Art and 
Performing art, Shiv Nadar University (SNU) had sent 3 MFA students. ZHDK subsequently initiated a network in which 
SNU was invited as a partner. The other partners currently involved are Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK), Hong 
Kong, University of the Witwatersrand (WITS), Johannesburg, South Africa and National Autonomous University of 
Mexico (UNAM), Mexico City, Mexico.   
 
In April 2017 a three member team headed by Dr. Schenker Christoph along with Prof. Bernardi Donatella 
and Franz Krähenbühl from ZHDK visited SNU to have talks with The Department of Art and Performing Arts about 
collaborating to hold a course of lectures during the academic year 2017-18. The meetings were attended by Prof. 
Sumantra Sengupta, Prof. Vasudha Thozhur, Prof.  Atul Bhalla, Prof. Sharmila Samant and Prof. Tushar Joag. The 
delegation from Zurich also met The Director of the School of Humanities and Social Sciences, Dr. Ajay Dandekar and the 
Vice Chancellor Dr. Rupamanjari Ghosh. 
 
It was decided during the April meetings and the pursuant Skype conversations with Prof. Sharmila Samant that we hold 
this program in October 2017 from the 4th to 14th as those dates were convenient for the participation of students from the 
other partner Universities. It was decided that the 10 day intensive course would be called ‘October School’ 
 
A brief about the concept of ‘Emotions in the public sphere’ -the use of texts and images in the affective economies, and 
what they do as they circulate and shape social life, as the focus of the October School was conceived curated and 
organized by Prof. Tushar Joag for the October School 2017 to be hosted by SNU.  
 
 

http://www.draftprojects.info/home.html


OCTOBER SCHOOL 2017 
‘Emotions in the public sphere’ 
 
What one wears, utters, eats, or the performativity of religion/regional identity/ethnicity/race /caste, sexuality or gender 
may open up issues of varying perceptions of identity that compete. Texts and images as they circulate in the public 
domain have an affect which as Sara Ahmed says ‘aligns subjects with collectives by attributing ‘others’ as the source of 
our feelings’. 
The October School explored these phenomena and studies based on examples, methods and strategies for art to 
influence public debate and opinion building. 
 
The various modules explored 4 areas: 

 Antagonism and Intolerance (in the public sphere) 
Does conflict and dissent ruin the democratic public sphere or is it an essential component?  

 Affect and Power (in the public sphere). Is power conducted by thought and language or is it as Sara Ahmed calls 
an “affective economy” rather than a set of ideas.  

 Narrative of Othering : Gender/Race/Caste/Religion/sexuality (in the public sphere) 
The way images are reproduced in the public domain, create communities and categories of the ‘other’ 

 Emotions on web2.0 
The course was open to students and young practitioners from all disciplines up to the age of 35 years. 
 
The October school was conducted as part of the network initiated by the IFCAR Institute for Contemporary Art Research 
at ZHdK Zürich, in which The Shiv Nadar University is a partner. The October School brought together 32 participants of 
which 17 international participants were from the partnering Universities (See appendix I for list of international 
participants). The partners conducted their own selections based on a common, agreed upon criteria. 
Additionally 4 jury members (Prof and Head, Dept. of Art and Performing Art, Sumantra Sengupta, Prof Urmila Bhirdikar 
(Dept. of Sociology, SNU, Prof. Amitesh Grover (National School of Drama) and Prof Sharmila Samant Dept. of Art and 
Performing Art) selected (according to pre- decided quotas to facilitate logistics) 6 participants from Delhi NCR, 3 SNU 
alumni: 4 from MFA, SNU and 2 Masters students from other programes in SNU. The selection was made out of a total of 
24 applications from young practitioners and researchers. (See appendix II for call for participation, appendix III for list of 
selected candidates) 
 
 
 

https://bulletin.equinoxpub.com/2013/12/an-institution-is-not-a-text-pope-francis-affect-and-power/


The eminent educators who conducted the modules were:  
(please see appendix IV  for schedule) 
  
Prof. Shiv Visvanathan, (Vice Dean Institution Building, Jindal Global Law School) 
Dr. Lawrence Liang (Alternative Law Forum, Dean, School of Law, Governance and Citizenship Ambedkar National 
University)  
Jeebesh Bagchi (Artist, Raqs Media Collective)  
Prof. Hilal Ahmed (Centre for the Study of Developing Societies) 
Prof. Amitesh Grover (Artist, National School of Drama) 
Sudhanva Deshpande (Actor and Director, Jana Natya Manch)  
Shubigi Rao (Artist and Writer) 
Anand Patwardhan (Independent Film Maker) 
Dr. John Xaviers (Art Theorist) 
Premjish Achari (Curator and Writer) 
Prof. Deepak Mehta (Head, Department of Sociology (SNU)  
Prof. Urmila Bhirdikar (Department of Sociology, SNU) 
Prof. Aniket Jaaware (Department of English, SNU)  
Prof. Akhil Katyal (Poet, Department of English, SNU) 
 
(Prof. Akhil Katyal also curated 'Who lies beneath your Spell Tonight': an evening of poetry (appendix V) 
and Prof. Ashwin Ramanathan (appendix VI) curated a package of films for the October School.) 
 
The 10 day October School was programmed as interactions and learning modules in various formats. 
The opening day featured an informal interaction between all the participants in PechaKucha style. This was to break ice 
and to get all the participants to know each other and their works and research areas. Other formats were lectures 
workshops and group discussions. 
On the second day in an exercise conducted by Christoph Schenker, Franz Krähenbühl, Siu Kee Ho, Tam Wai Ping, 
Sharmila Samant and Tushar Joag (mentors), key words were formulated and 5 groups were formed, for participants to 
develop the practical component of the School, which was to create blueprints for public interventions informed by the 
learnings of the 10 day program. The five topics that got defined were Truth, Imagined Boundaries, Language and 
Punishment for exploration in methods and strategies for public interventions. 



Each day after the sessions with the invited speakers the groups broke up into parallel discussions guided by the above 
mentors 

The group discussions continued well into the nights sometimes even into the residential quarters. Post dinner a film 
program curated by Prof. Ashwin Ramanathan, that looked at affect in cinema was screened at the preview theatre. 

Additional inputs were provided by the faculty accompanying the students from the 3 universities through presentations in 
the evenings. 

Christoph Schenker  (ZHDK)Also gave a talk about the overview of IFCAR and their engagement with public art work 

since inception. Prof. Zen Marie (WITS), Siu Kee Ho (CUHK), Tam Wai Ping (CUHK), Sharmila Samant (SNU) Tushar 

Joag (SNU) spoke about their artistic practice in the public domain. Prof. Sumantra Sengupta made a performance titled 

Self Habilitation through Indian traditional vocal art and other things: 

In all 4 days were spent in Delhi to allow the participants to have an encounter with the city and the ethos and to provide 
context to the various discussions. The penultimate day was devoted to putting up the blueprints of the projects developed 
by the participants at the studios in Khoj Artists Association, Khirkee. On the last day the participants made presentations 
followed by question answer sessions which allowed them explain and justify the conceptual frame works of their projects. 
The session was attended by an invited audience of practitioners and academics from Delhi. The evening ended with 
thanks giving votes and a dinner as a farewell to all the participants 
 
 
About the Speakers and their modules 
Jeebesh Bagchi 
Jeebesh Bagchi, along with Monica Narula and Shuddha Sengupta, is a member of Raqs Media Collective. Raqs Media 
Collective enjoys playing a plurality of roles, often appearing as artists, occasionally as curators, and sometimes as 
philosophical agent provocateurs. They create installations, make videos, photographs, print and online works, play with 
archival traces, make exhibitions and art interventions in public spaces, write essays, enact lecture-performances, engage 
with pedagogical procedures, edit books, design events, and foster collaborations. They have worked with architects, 
scholars, coders, writers, designers, translators, performers, artists, curators and theatre directors, and founded 
processes that have become an influential force in contemporary intellectual and cultural life. In 2000, Raqs co-founded 
the Sarai initiative at the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies in Delhi, and the Sarai Reader Series, which they 



edited until 2013. They have been invited to teach in many institutions and self-organized initiatives. Raqs received the 
Multitude Art Prize in 2013. Most recently, they curated the 11th Shanghai Biennale, Why Not Ask Again. 
Jeebesh’s talk brought into discussion art works, literary expressions, data sets, films extracts, legal documents, songs 

and classical texts to delineate a reading of the contemporary. This reading is to find ways, concepts and modes to detour 

exasperation and explore possibilities of doing art practice in the now. The session was part of the section titled 

Antagonism and Intolerance (in the public sphere). 

Dr. John Xaviers responded to Jeebesh’s talk through a presentation throwing up propositions for discussions. 
 
Dr. John Xaviers 
John Xaviers has completed his BA(2000) and MA(2002) in Economics from the Sacred Heart College, Thevara, Kochi, 
Following this he has completed his MA Arts & Aesthetics (2007) MPhil (2009) in Visual Studies, "The Space of Women 
Painters of Kerala: Mapping the Gendered Region in the National Modern since Kerala State Formation", from the School 
of Arts & Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. In 2015 he has completed his PhD in Visual Studies, School 
of Arts and Aesthetics, JNU in the topic "Contemporary Indian Art and the City: Cultural Politics of the Artist Citizen in 
Bombay since 1991" 
He is the  Visiting faculty at Department of Art, Design and Performing Arts in Shiv Nadar University from (January 2015 
onwards) teaching the courses “Modernity/ Modernism/ Modernization” in Spring Semesters of 2016 and 2015 and “Indian 
Art after Independence” in Monsoon Semester 2015.He is also assistant to the curator Anita Dube for the Kochi Muzaris 
Biennale, 2018 
  
 
Prof. Shiv Visvanathan 
Prof. Shiv Visvanathan is an Indian public intellectual and social scientist best known for his contributions to Science and 
Technology Studies, and for the concept of cognitive justice a term he coined. He is currently Professor at Jindal Global 
Law School, Sonipat and Director, Centre for the Study of Knowledge Systems, O.P Jindal Global University. He is 
Adjunct Professor at Raman Research Institute, Bangalore. He was Professor at Dhirubhai Ambani Institute of Information 
and Communication Technology (DA-IICT), Gandhinagar. He was Henry Luce Professor at Smith College Massachusetts. 
He was also Visiting Professor at Stanford University and Center for Cultural Studies, Goldsmiths College, University of 
London; Center for Science Policy, Arizona State University; University of Maastricht, Holland; National Institute of 
Design, Ahmedabad, Indian Institute of Technology, Madras and Mudra Institute of Communication (MICA), Ahmedabad. 
He has also taught at the Delhi School of Economics and was Senior Fellow at Centre for Study of Developing Societies. 
  



He is author of Organizing for Science (OUP, Delhi, 1985), A Carnival for Science (OUP, Delhi, 1997), Theatres of 
Democracy (Harper Collins, Delhi 2016) and has co-edited Foulplay: Chronicles of Corruption (Banyan Books, Delhi, 
1999). He is a regular columnist at Hindu, Asian Age, Sunday Mail, Daily O, Scroll.in, BBC and Outlook. He is also as a 
frequent commentator on TV programmes. 
 
 
Dr.Lawrence Liang 
Dr.Lawrence Liang graduated from National Law School of India University, Bangalore in 1998 and has been the co-
founder of Alternative Law Forum. He is widely known across the legal fraternity for his campaigns on issues of public 
concern, especially on conflicts of Intellectual Property and medical accessibility. 
Soon after his graduation he received the Chevening Scholarship and did a Masters in Law and Development from the 
University of Warwick. He holds a Ph.D in Film Studies from Jawaharlal Nehru University and a Post-graduate Diploma in 
Cultural Theory from Centre for Study of Culture and Society, Bangalore. Over the course of his career he has immersed 
himself in human right issues, media law and legal writing. He was a visiting faculty fellow at Yale. Currently Dr. Lawrence 
Liang has been appointed as the Dean of the School of Law, Governance and Citizenship, Ambedkar National University 
Delhi. 
Dr. Lawrence Liang spoke on the topic of “Viral Indignation: Law, Affect and Populism” under the section of Antagonism 

and Intolerance (in the public sphere) 

Prof. Hilal Ahmed  
Dr. Hilal Ahmed is an Associate Fellow, Lokniti- Programme for Comparative Democracy,  
Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS). He works on political Islam, Muslim Modernities/representation, and 
politics of symbols in South Asia. Ahmed has done his PhD on Politics of Monument and Memory in North India: A Study 
of Muslim Political Discourse on Jama Masjid and Babri Masjid (School of Oriental and African Studies, University of 
London, 2007).Ahmed is currently working on Politics of Muslim Political Representation, which looks at the issues and 
debates on Muslim political representation in postcolonial India. This project is a part of Lokniti Program’s project 
on Democracy and New Publics. He has recently finished a project Mosques as Monuments: Memory, Islam and National 
Identity in Bangladesh (funded by the Asian Scholarship Foundation). 
Ahmed has designed and conducted two courses History, Memory and Identity (2010) andResearch Methods and 
Identities: Issues and Debates in Postcolonial India (2012) for the CSDS teaching program. Ahmed has also taught 
Political Science at the University of Delhi. 



Prof. Hilal spoke on the role of affect in the strategy of othering for inciting collective hubris under the rubric Narrative of 
Othering: Religion (in the public sphere) The session was followed by a presentation by the discussant Prof. Premjish 
Achari. 
 
Premjish Achari 
Premjish is a Curator and Writer based in Delhi. His translations have appeared in Indian Literature published by Sahitya 
Akademi. He was also a visiting faculty at Kamla Nehru College, Delhi University where he taught New Media 
Technologies. He has initiated an independent curatorial platform called Future Collaborations aiming at theoretically and 
politically informed curation. The first edition of Future Collaborations titled 'Inquiries on the Contemporary‘’ opened at 
Italian Embassy Cultural Center on 19th November 2016. He has also curated “Residue” a group show of drawings for 
Anant Art (online) and "......from which none of us can escape” for Italian Cultural Center in October 2016. His exhibition 
"Things are vanishing before us” was part of Experiential vector of HO~ArT at Krishnakriti Festival January 2017. His 
recent curated group show featured Indian and Italian artists titled “A Preview to Desolation” at Italian Embassy Cultural 
Center in August 2017. He has received the Inlaks: Take on Art Travel Grant for Young Critics in 2016. He is the Fellow 
for Curatorial Intensive South Asia (CISA) 2017 at Khoj International Artist’s Association. Premjish is the Director of the 
Outreach programs at Art1st and a Visiting Faculty at Shiv Nadar University. 
 
Premjish’s response to Hilal Ahmed was presented as a monologue with five breaks which allowed Hilal and the 
participants to intervene and ask questions. He attempted a psychoanalytic reading of Hilal’s presentation and tried to 
extend Hilal’s discussion to unravel the processes involved in constructing the Other. Through this exercise, first he 
outlined the nature of populism and how the right wing populism across the world creates an ‘Other’ by targeting the 
religious minorities of that country. He also traced back on how certain stereotypes about the Other is constructed through 
images, cinemas and memes circulated in social media. Premjish also did a historical tracing back of the origins of right 
wing political parties in India to understand the cultural logic of Hindutva and what were the foundational objectives of 
these organisations.  Finally through showing artworks which addressed Islamophobia he displayed how artists are 
reacting to this situation.   
 
Amitesh Grover  
Amitesh Grover is a Time-based artist. He directs, curates, and collaborates to create performance situations. His recent 
interest is in evolving the format called 'Performapedia' (Performance as a mode for knowing) which invites the public into 
contractual associations with events, sites, speculations, and alternative archives. His work has been shown in United 
States, Germany, Switzerland, Australia, England, Mexico, China, Philippines, Romania, Pakistan, Oman and India. At 



present, he holds the post of Assistant Professor at National School of Drama, India and is an independent artist. Amitesh 
spoke about his projects that deal with mourning and  
 
Sudhanva Deshpande 
Sudhanva Deshpande is an actor and director with the well known Delhi-based group, Jana Natya Manch. He got his 
early training in street theatre from Safdar Hashmi. He was also associated in various capacities with Habib Tanvir for 
over two decades and directed, along with Sanjay Maharishi, two documentary films on Tanvir and his company Naya 
Theatre. Sudhanva has performed, lectured, and led workshops all over India in several institutions, as well as in 
Palestine, South Africa, the US, UK, Poland, the Netherlands and Germany. His writings have been published by several 
leading journals and newspapers. He taught for a while at the National Institute of Design, Ahmedabad, as well as at the 
AJK Mass Communication Research Centre, Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi. He is a publisher by profession (leftword.com), 
and is Executive Director of Studio Safdar, an alternative theatre space in Delhi. 
The participants visited Studio Safdar and  Leftword press bookstores in Shadipur where Sudhanva presented a small 

performance (‘Machine’) and gave a talk titled “Performing Dissent, Giving Affront, Building Community" —  focusing on  

three 'moments',  the 1989 attack that killed Safdar while we were performing; the performances we did in 2002 as the 

Gujarat pogrom unfolded; and the role of Studio Safdar in the urban life and the imagination of Shadi Khampur. All three 

are instances  varied, and different from each other of encountering emotions in the public sphere”. 

 
Shubigi Rao 
Artist and writer Shubigi Rao’s interests include archaeology and neuroscience, libraries and archival systems, histories 
and lies, literature and violence, migratory patterns and global geopolitics, and ecologies and natural history. She is 
currently visiting extant and extinct public and private libraries and archives globally for ‘Pulp: A Short Biography of the 
Banished Book‘, a decade-long film, book, and art project about the history of book destruction and the subjugation of 
peoples. Publications include Pulp: A Short Biography of the Banished Book, Vol. I of V (2016), History’s Malcontents: 
The Life and Times of S. Raoul (2013). She was featured in the 10th Taipei Biennial (2016), 3rd Pune Biennale (2017), and 
2nd Singapore Biennale (2008), and the Singapore Writers Festival (2016, 2013). She lectures part-time in art theory, art 
history, and dissertation writing for undergraduate and graduate studies at LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore, 
where she obtained her MFA (First Class), and BFA (First Class). She also holds a BA (Hons) in English Literature from 
Delhi University, India. 
Shubigi Rao’s talk 'Pwned: gaming as pervasive reality', covered aspects of gaming ranging from sociological and critical 

to literary and ethical perspectives. 

http://leftword.com/


 
Anand Patwardhan 
Anand Patwardhan an Indian documentary filmmaker known for his socio-political, human rights-oriented films is an 
astonishing body of work whose profound commitment to radical change offers an experience like few others in 
contemporary documentary cinema. He completed Bachelor of Arts in English literature at Mumbai University in 1970, a 
Bachelor of Arts in Sociology at Brandeis University Massachussets in 1972, and a Master of Arts in Communication 
Studies at McGill in 1982. He studied Sociology at Brandeis University in at the end of the 1960s; after college, he worked 
with the Farm Workers Union in California with Cesar Chavez, His films explore the rise of religious fundamentalism, 
sectarianism and casteism in India, while others investigate nuclear nationalism and unsustainable development. A 
secular rationalist, Anand Patwardhan is a vocal critic of Hindutva ideology.  His films explore the wounded polity of 
contemporary India, continually returning to the painful entanglements of nationality, warfare, religion, impoverishment, 
community, gender, caste and class. Many of his notable films have won national and international awards. 
Anand Patwardhan’s talk looked at ‘reclaiming memory’, and around ideas of nationhood, religion, popular iconography, 
and the work of power and included excerpts from the various films he has made throughout his career focusing on these 
aspects. He was in conversation with Prof Amitesh Grover. 
 
Prof. Urmila Bhirdikar 

Prof. Urmila Bhirdikar is a sociologist and an accomplished classical singer and a performer. 
Her research interests include Culture and Performance Studies, Gender and Sexuality, Feminism and Caste in Modern 
India.  Her research focuses on the processes of classicisation, hegemonic discourses of respectability and of radical self 
respect, the interfaces between caste and gender and gender and sexuality. 
Urmila Bhirdikar has published widely and is currently completing the editing of a volume of translated materials from the 
archive of Marathi theatre in 19th and early 20th century.  
She is also developing a monograph on her research on Marathi theatre with an additional input on radical protest theatre 
in Maharashtra.  
Prof. Bhirdikar delivered a Lecture focusing on mainstream and protest music, its history in India, Voice / Affect / Gender 
 
Prof. Deepak Mehta 
Since 1994 Prof. Deepak Mehta  has been working around the problematic of violence, enmity and disorder. His research 
interests centre around the study of material culture, the sociology of Muslim groups in India and the sociology of 
violence.  He is the author of Work, Ritual, Biography: A Muslim Community in North India (1996). He has authored (with 
Roma Chatterji) Living with Violence: An Anthropology of Events and Everyday Life (2007) and edited (with Roma 
Chatterji) Riot Discourses.(2007). 



Prof. Mehta’s talk was presented under the segment Affect and Power (in the public sphere) Use of affect for sanctioning 
and perpetuating intra and inter-community hierarchies. His talk centered around the ideas of ‘Words that Wound : 
archiving hate in the making of Hindu and Muslim publics. 
 
Akhil Katyal  
Akhil Katyal has been celebrated as one of India’s best emerging writers. His research interests are: 
Poetry as text and practice; South Asian queer literature; Translation as practice; Kashmiri writing in English and in 
English translation, particularly Agha Shahid Ali; South Asian poetry in English and in English translation; American and 
British poetry; Histories of LGBT activism in India. 
He has published several books and translations… has a very very long list of articles published in renowned research 
journals and magazines, presented papers in distinguished conferences and done a number of poetry readings. 
Prof. Katyal under the section Narrative of Othering: Sexuality  spoke about  and conducted a workshop on the art of 

Ghazal writing. His module was titled The Mother of All Forms: A Ghazal Writing Workshop : “For more than a thousand 

years now, the ghazal has been the favoured form of poetic expression east of Constantinople. It has been the public 

vehicle of emotions par excellence, saturating poetry gatherings, political rallies and film songs. We will learn to write it 

together (in English!). The ghazal is damn peculiar - it forces you to craft your emotions, manage your corniness, send 

your feelings through the factory of form.” 
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Appendix I  

list of foreign participants 

University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa 

1. Audrey Salmon  

2. Anthea Pokroy  

3. Athi Mongezeleli Joja  

4. Chloe Hugo-Hamman 

Zurich University of the Arts, Zurich, Switzerland 

1. Herrmann Emma Lou  

2. Ayala Núñez Paloma de los Ángeles  

3. Keller Peter  

4. Wang Ya Mu  



5. Eberhardt Jana  

6. Genovese Nicola  

7. Nowak Katarzyna  

8. Sevova Dimitrina  

9. Liechti Matthias  

10. Linda 

Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK), Hong Kong 

1. Tong Kam Ting  
2. Chu Cheuk Wai Margaret 
3. Leung Mong Sum  

 

Appendix II 

The Department of Art and Performing Arts in the School of Humanities and Social Sciences, Shiv Nadar University, Delhi 
is hosting an intensive 10 day October School. The course will focus on the topic of Encountering Emotions (In the Public 
Sphere) from the 4th to the 14th of October 2017. 
The course is open to students and young practitioners from any discipline up to the age of 35 years. 
We already have enrollments from students of the following Universities: 
· The Chinese University, Hong Kong, 
· Wits University, Johannesburg, 
· Zürcher Hochschule der Künste, Zurich, 
 
Call for applications to attend the October School 2017 
 
Venue: Shiv Nadar University, Delhi, India 
Dates: 4th – 14th October 2017 
 
* Who can apply: 
Any student, practitioner from any discipline up to the age of 35 
 



* Applications must have: 
1)   Name, address, phone, email, 
2)   Current occupation (student/ practitioner) with relevant details of affiliated institution 
3)   Relevant work samples in PDF format (not more than 4 works or 4 pages). 
4)   Statement of intent (500 words) addressing the following points: 

 Your motivation for attending the course, 

 How you think you could contribute to it 

 What is your current knowledge and/or position, opinion about the topic  

 How your work relates to the subject 

 Your expectations from the course 

  
* Deadline: Midnight Friday September 22nd, 2017- extended till MONDAY 25th SEPT 2017 
 
* Please send the applications to 
tushar.joag@snu.edu.in 
sharmila.samant@snu.edu.in 
 
* Mention as subject: Application: October School 2017 
 
* 4 jury members will select the participants 
The selected participants will have to pay a fee of Rs. 3000/- towards lodging and boarding for the duration of course 
 
Encountering Emotions (In the Public Sphere) 
The October school will make the focus of its study the place of emotions in the public sphere and what they do as they 
circulate and shape social life. 
A public voicing of dissent, exercise of fundamental rights can lead to communities or collective bodies, getting hurt or the 
feeling of being under attack. This happens as in the stage of nation building exercise varying perceptions play about 
nation and its competing meanings.  What one wears, utters, eats, or the performativity of religion/regional 
identity/ethnicity/race /caste or gender may open up issues of varying perceptions of identity that compete. Texts and 
images as they circulate in the public domain have an affect which as Sara Ahmed says ‘aligns subjects with collectives 
by attributing ‘others’ as the source of our feelings’. 
The October School explores these phenomena and studies based on examples methods and strategies for art to 
influence public debate and opinion building. 



Questions: 
-        What is the space for conflict and dissent in a democratic public sphere?   
-        Is power conducted by thought and language or is it, as Sara Ahmed calls it, an “affective    economy” rather than a 
set of ideas? 
-        How are images reproduced in the public domain, and how do they create communities and categories of the 
‘other’? 
-        What is the bounden limit to ‘freedom of speech’? Where does ‘responsibility’ enter in the discourse? 
The eminent educators who will conduct the modules are:  
Prof. Shiv Visvanathan, (Vice Dean Institution Building, Jindal Global Law School) 
Dr. Lawrence Liang (Alternative Law Forum, Dean, School of Law, Governance and Citizenship Ambedkar National 
University)  
Jeebesh Bagchi (Artist, Raqs Media Collective)  
Prof. Hilal Ahmed (Centre for the Study of Developing Societies) 
Prof. Amitesh Grover (Artist, National School of Drama) 
Sudhanva Deshpande (Actor and Director, Jana Natya Manch)  
Shubigi Rao (Artist and Writer) 
Anand Patwardhan (Independent Film Maker) 
Dr. John Xaviers (Art Theorist) 
Premjish Achari (Curator and Writer) 
Prof. Deepak Mehta (Head, Department of Sociology (SNU)  
Prof. Urmila Bhirdikar (Department of Sociology, SNU) 
Prof. Aniket Jaaware (Department of English, SNU)  
Prof. Akhil Katyal (Poet, Department of English, SNU) 
 
 

 

 

 

 



Appendix III  

List of selected candidates from India 

Girish Chandra Behera   
M.phil in painting under Utkal University Of Culture Bhubhaneswar .Odisha. 
Prerna Khandelwal    
Art practitioner and research scholar at the school of arts and aesthetics, jawaharlal nehru university, New delhi 
Madhavi Shukla     
M.Phil. in Law and Governance, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi 
Jyothi Das KV   
PhD student in Visual Studies at School of Arts and Aesthetics, JNU. 
Shilpi Gulati   
Doctoral Candidate (Cinema Studies), School of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. 
Naresh Suna 

2nd year Mphil research scholar in School of art and aesthetics JNU. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix IV  
SCHEDULE FOR OCTOBER SCHOOL 

 
DAY/TIME 
 

 
EVENT 

 
SPEAKER 

 
DISCUSSANT 

 
TOPIC 

 
DAY 0 (4

th
 Oct) 

10:00am 

 
Arrival at SNU 
Settling into rooms  

   

 
12:30am 

 
Welcome/ information 
and instructions  

   

 
1.00pm 

 
Lunch 

   

 
2.00pm to 3.00 pm 

 

 
Free time 

   

 
3,00pm -4.00pm 
 

Introduction of 
participants 
(Pechakucha style) 
7 participants 

   
6.5min time slot each(20 slidesX 20 sec each) 

 
4.00 – 4.30 

 
Tea/ Coffee/ Snacks 

   

 
5:00pm -7.00pm 

Introduction of 
participants 
(Pechakucha style) 
15 participants 

 
Through select  

 
works 

 
6.5min time slot each(20 slidesX 20 sec each) 

 
7.00pm - 8.00 pm 

 
Dinner  
 

   

 
8.30pm - 9.30pm 

 

Introduction of 
participants 
(Pechkucha style) 
7 participants 
 

 
Through select  

 
works 

 
6.5min time slot each(20 slidesX 20 sec each) 

 
 

 

 
INFORMAL 
GATHERING 
 

   
 
 



 
DAY 1 (5

th
 Oct) 

 
EVENT 

 
SPEAKER 

 
DISCUSSANT 

 
TOPIC 
 

      
10.00 – 1.00 

 
Lecture 

 
Jeebesh Bagchi 

  
Antagonism and Intolerance (in the public 
sphere) 

Does conflict and dissent ruin the democratic public 
sphere or is it an essential component? 
 
The talk will bring into discussion art works, literary 
expressions, data sets, films extracts, legal 
documents, songs and classical texts to delineate a 
reading of the contemporary. This reading is to find 
ways, concepts and modes to detour exasperation 
and explore possibilities of doing art practice in the 
now. 
 

 
1.00-2.00 

 
Lunch 

   

 
2.00-5.00 

 
Lecture 

 
Prof. Aniket Jaaware 
 

 
 

  
Narrative of Othering: caste 

The role of Affect in the strategy of othering for 
inciting collective hubris 
Key words: touchability / untouchability, caste and 
emotion, political passion, contours of a possible 
equality 
 

 
5.00-6.00 

 
Tea/ Coffee/ Snacks 

   
 

 
6.00 -7.00 

 
Discussion  

 
 

 
John Xaviers 
 

 
Key words: dissensus, antagonism, meta-politics, 
aisthesis, ethics   
Reading list: Jacques Ranciere : DISSENSUS 
On Politics and Aesthetics 
Jacques Ranciere ,The Thinking of Dissensus:  

Politics and Aesthetics 
 

 
7.00-8.00 

 
Dinner 
 

 
 

  

 
8.30- 10.30 

 
Film Screening 
 

 
Prof. Ashwin 
Ramanathan 
 

  
Affect in Cinema 

‘Fendry’  
Marathi film about caste oppression 



 
DAY 2 (6

th
 Oct) 

 
EVENT 

 
SPEAKER 

 
DISCUSSANT 

 
TOPIC 
 

 
10.00-1.00 

 
Lecture 

 
Prof. Shiv Visvanathan 

  
Narrative of Othering: Race 

The role of Affect in the strategy of othering for 
inciting collective hubris 
Key words: Truth and Reconciliation commission , 
South Africa 
 

 
1.00-2.00 

 
Lunch 

   

 
2.00- 4.00 

 
Group discussion and  
forming groups 

 
(Maya Rao’s workshop 
was cancelled due to her 
ill health) 

 
Exercise led by  

Siu Kee Ho 
 
 

 
Figuring out Key words and grouping them 
 

 
4.00 - 4.30 

 
Tea/ Coffee/ Snacks 
 

   

 
4.30- 6.30 

 
Parallel Group 
Discussions: 
 
5 groups were made, 
Professors from the 
visiting Universities and 
SNU will lead the 
discussions. 
 
 

 
Christoph Schenker 
Franz Krahenbuhl 
Siu Kee Ho 
Wai Ping Tam 
Sharmila Samant 
Tushar Joag 
 

 

 
 
Developing individual or group projects 

Groups formed: 

Affect 

Truth 

Imagined boundaries 

Punishment 

Language 

 See end of schedule for names of 

participants in each group  

 
7.00-8.00 

 
Dinner 
 

   

 
8.30- 10.30 

 
Film Screening 

 
Prof. Ashwin 
Ramanathan 

  
Affect in Cinema : 
 
 

 

 

 



 
DAY 3  (7

th
 Oct) 

 

 
EVENT 

 
SPEAKER 

 
DISCUSSANT 

 
TOPIC 

 
12.30.00-3.00 

 
Delhi visit to  
Shadipur 
Studio Safdar 
And Leftword press 
bookstores 
 

 
Sudhanva Deshpande 
 

 
 

NON 

 

“Performing Dissent, Giving Affront, Building 
Community" —  focusing on  three 'moments' — the 
1989 attack that killed Safdar while we were 
performing; the performances we did in 2002 as the 
Gujarat pogrom unfolded; and the role of Studio 
Safdar in the urban life and the imagination of Shadi 
Khampur. All three are instances — varied, and 
different from each other — of encountering 
emotions in the public sphere”. 
 

 
4.00-6.30 

 
Lunch and visit to  
Delhi Haat a 
craft run by Delhi 
Tourism and 
Transportation 
Development 
Corporation. 
Here crafts persons from 
all over the country sell 
their traditional crafts  
directly to the customer 
eliminating middlemen 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
7.00-8.00 

 
Dinner 
 

   

 
 

 
Retire to  hotel rooms 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
DAY 4 (8

th
 Oct) 

 

 
EVENT 

 
SPEAKER 

 
DISCUSSANT 

 
TOPIC 

 
11.00 -12.00 

 
DELHI 
Khoj Studios 
http://khojworkshop.org/ 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 

 
 
12.00 -1.00 

 
Parallel Group 
Discussions: 
 
5 groups were made, 
Professors from the 
visiting Universities and 
SNU will lead the 
discussions. 
 
 

 
Christoph Schenker 
Franz Krahenbuhl 
Siu Kee Ho 
Wai Ping Tam 
Sharmila Samant 
Tushar Joag 
 

  
 
 
 

 
1.00- 2.00 

 
Lunch 
 

   
 

 
5:30 – 7:30 
 

 
Slam Poetry evening 
Gati Studios 

 

Aditi Rao  
Viqueeramaditya  Sahai  
Ishan Chawdhary 
Aditi Nagrath  
Medha Singh  
Anagha Gopal 
Aditi Angiras  
OPEN TO ALL 
 

  
Who Lies Beneath Your Spell Tonight: an 
evening of poetry curated by Akhil   
 'Narrative of Othering : Gender/sexuality (in the 
public sphere) 

 
8.00 

 
Return to SNU 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://khojworkshop.org/


 
DAY5(9

th
 Oct) 

 

 
EVENT 

 
SPEAKER 

 
DISCUSSANT 

 
TOPIC 

 
10.00-1.00 
 

 
Summing up and 
recapitulation of all the 
sessions to date 
 

 
John Xaviers 

  

 
1.00 - 2.00 

 
Lunch 
 

  
 

 

 
2.00 - 4.00 

  
Prof. Lawrence Liang 
PUBLIC LECTURE 
Open to all students 
and faculty 
 

  
 “Viral Indignation: Law, Affect and Populism”  
 
 

 
4.00-4.30  

 
Tea/ Coffee/ Snacks 
 

   

 
4.30-6.00 

 
Parallel Group 
Discussions: 
 
. 
 
 

 
Christoph Schenker 
Franz Krahenbuhl 
Siu Kee Ho 
Wai Ping Tam 
Zen Marie 
Sharmila Samant 
Tushar Joag 
 

  
Developing blueprint for individual or group projects. 
 
 
 
 

 
7.00-8.00 

 
Dinner 
 

   

 
8:30 – 9:30 

 
Talk and Presentation of 
works 
 

 
Christoph Schenker 

  
ZHDK public art projects in Zurich 

 
9.30- 11.30 

 
Discussion between 
Professors  

 
Minutes taken by Zen 
Marie 

  

Future of the October School 
(Students continue group discussions) 
 
 
 

 



 
DAY6 (10

th
 Oct) 

 

 
EVENT 

 
SPEAKER 

 
DISCUSSANT 

 
TOPIC 

 
10.00-1.00 

 
Forum -3  

 
Prof Hilal Ahmed 
CSDS 
 

 

 Premjish Achari 
(curator) 

 

 
Narrative of Othering : Religion  
 (in the public sphere) 
The role of affect in the strategy of othering for 
inciting collective hubris  
 

 
1.00-2.00 

 
Lunch 
 

   

 
3.00-5.00 

  
Anand Patwardhan 
PUBLIC LECTURE 
Open to all students 
and faculty 

 
Amitesh Grover 

 
Affect and Power (in the public sphere) 
Key words: Apparatuses of Power 

Repressive State Apparatuses (RSAs) and 
Ideological State Apparatuses (ISAs) 
Interpellation 
 

 
5.00-5.30 

 
Tea/ Coffee/ Snacks 
 

  
 

 

 
4.30- 6.30 

 
Parallel Group Discussion 
Same groups as earlier. 

 
Christoph Schenker 
Franz Krahenbuhl 
Siu Kee Ho 
Wai Ping Tam 
Zen Marie 
Sharmila Samant 
Tushar Joag 
 

  
Developing blueprint for individual or group projects 
 

 
7.00-8.00 

 
Dinner 
 

   

8.30 -9.30 
 

Talk and Presentation of 
works 

Zen Marie   

 
9.30- 11.30 

 
Discussion between 
Professors about future of 
the October School 
 

 
Minutes taken by Franz 

  

Screening of Ram Ke Naam  By Anand 
Patwardhan (optional attendance) 
 

(Students continue group discussions) 
 
 
 



 
DAY 7(11

th
 Oct) 

 

 
EVENT 

 
SPEAKER 

 
DISCUSSANT 

 
TOPIC 

 
10.00-1.00 

 
Lecture 
 

 
Prof. Deepak Mehta 
PUBLIC LECTURE 
Open to all students 
and faculty 

 
 

 
Affect and Power (in the public sphere) 

Use of affect for sanctioning and perpetuating intra 
and inter-community hierarchies 
 
 
 

 
1.00-2.00 

 
Lunch 
 

   
 

 
2.00-4.00 
 

 
Lecture/ discussion forum 

 
Shubigi Rao 
 

  
'Pwned: gaming as pervasive reality', 

The talk will cover will cover aspects of gaming 
ranging from sociological and critical to literary and 
ethical perspectives. 
 

 
4.00-4.30 

 
Tea/ Coffee/ Snacks 
 

 
 

  

 
4.30- 6.30 

 
Parallel Group Discussion 
Same groups as earlier. 

 
Christoph Schenker 
Franz Krahenbuhl 
Siu Kee Ho 
Wai Ping Tam 
Zen Marie 
Sharmila Samant 
Tushar Joag 
 

  
Developing blueprint for individual or group projects 
 

 
7.00-8.00 

 
Dinner 

 
 
 

  

 
8.30- 10.30 

 
Talk and Presentation of 
works  
 

 
Wai Ping Tam 
Tushar Joag  

  
 
 
 

     
(Students continue group discussions) 
 

 

 



 
DAY 8 (12

th
 Oct) 

 

 
EVENT 

 
SPEAKER 

 
DISCUSSANT 

 
TOPIC 

 
10.00-1.00 

 
Workshop on Ghazal 
writing  

 
Prof. Akhil Katyal 
 

  
Narrative of Othering: Sexuality 
 
The Mother of All Forms: A Ghazal Writing 
Workshop 

For more than a thousand years now, 
the ghazal has been the favoured form of poetic 
expression east of Constantinople. It has been the 
public vehicle of emotions par excellence, saturating 
poetry gatherings, political rallies and film songs. We 
will learn to write it together (in English!). The 
ghazal is damn peculiar - it forces you to craft your 
emotions, manage your corniness, send your 
feelings through the factory of form. 
 

 
1.00-2.00 

 
Lunch 

   

 
2.00- 4.00 

 
Lecture 
 

 
Prof. Urmila Bhirdikar 
 

  
Narrative of Othering: Gender 

The role of Affect in the strategy of othering for 
inciting collective hubris 
Lecture focusing on mainstream and protest music, 
its history in India, Voice / Affect / Gender 

 
4.00 - 4.30 

 
Tea/ Coffee/ Snacks 

   

 
4:30 -6:30 

  
Amitesh Grover 
 

 

 

 
Emotions on web2.0 

‘Happiness and the quantified self’ 
Key words : Affective Economy, Data Public, Soft 
Technology 
 

 
7.00-8.00 

 
Dinner 

   

 
8.00- 8.30 

 
Talk and Presentation of 
works  
 

 
Nils Roeller 

  

 
8.30- 10.30 

  
 

 

  

(Students continue group discussions) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
DAY9 (13

th
 Oct) 

 

 
EVENT 

 
SPEAKER 

 
DISCUSSANT 

 
TOPIC 

 
9.30 

 
 
Leave for Delhi 
 
 
 

   

 
1.00-2.00 

 
Lunch 
 

   

  
Working on  blueprint for   
projects at KHOJ Studios 
 

   

 
4.00-4.30 

 
Tea/ Coffee/ Snacks 
 

   

 
4.30-7.30 
 

 
Working on  blueprint for   
projects at KHOJ Studios 
 

   

 
7:30 – 9:00 

 
Talk and Presentation of 
works  
 

 
Siu Kee Ho 
Sharmila Samant 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
8.00 - 9.00 

 
Dinner 

 
 
 
 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
DAY10 (14

th
 Oct) 

 

 
EVENT 

 
SPEAKER 

 
DISCUSSANT 

 
TOPIC 

 
9.30-1.00 

 
Working on blue print for  
projects at KHOJ Studios 
 
 

 
 

 
_______________ 

 
 

 
1.00-2.00 

 
Lunch 
 

   

 
2.00-4.00 

 
PROJECT 
PRESENTATIONS 
at KHOJ Studios 
 

 
 

 
_______________ 

 
 

 
4.00-4.30 

 
Tea/ Coffee/ Snacks 
 

   

 
 
4.30-6.30 
 

 
PROJECT 
PRESENTATIONSO 
at KHOJ Studios 
15 minutes each 

 
 

 
_______________ 

 

 
7.00-9.30 

 
Closing Dinner 

   
Attended by students, academics and 
practitioners from Delhi 
 



Names of participants according to groups  

Truth 

1. Tsering Motup Siddho 

2. Meher Afroz Danyal Vahid   
3. Liechti Matthias 
4. Eberhardt Jana 
5. Leung Mong Sum 

Punishment 

1. Linda  
2. Ayala Núñez Paloma de los Ángeles 
3. Chloe Hugo-Hamman 
4. Audrey Salmon  
5. Naresh Suna 
6. Mohit shelare 
7. Shilpi Gulati 
8. Santanu Chatterjee 

Language 

1. Zoya Chadda 
2. Jyothidas KV 
3. Anthea Pokroy 
4. Peter Keller 
5. Yamu Wang 
6. Chu Cheuk Wai 

Affect 

1. Madhavi Shukla 
2. Girish Behera 
3. Athi Mongezeleli Joja  
4. Herrmann Emma Lou 



5. Ajmal Shifas 
6. Sevova Dimitrina 
7. Wynona Alwyn  

Imagined Boundaries 

1. Genovese Nicola 
2. Prerna Khandelwal 
3. Tong Kam Ting 
4. Smita Rajmane 

 

Appendix V  

List of poets and brief Bio Data 

'Who lies beneath your Spell Tonight' : an evening of poetry  curated by Prof. Akhil Katyal also 

Aditi Rao                                                                                                                                                                                   

Aditi Rao is a writer, educator, and dreamer. Aditi has worked extensively in the youth development and social change 

sectors in India, Mexico, and the USA. In 2014, she founded Tasawwur, a unique arts-for-social-change program that 

works with a diverse group of teenagers in New Delhi, for which she received the Change Looms With.in Fellowship 2014 

and the World Learning Advancing Leaders Fellowship 2016. Aditi’s essays and poems have been published 

widely in InfochangeIndia, Muse India, Cha: An Asian Literary Journal, Four Quarters Magazine, The Feminist Wire, the 

Indian Quarterly, People Building Peace 2.0 (published by the Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed 

Conflict), Moments that Speak: Images and Stories of Connection (published by the Earth Charter Initiative) and others. 

Her first full-length collection of poetry, The Fingers Remember, was released by Yoda Press. She has won national and 

international recognition in terms of  awards and residencies. She currently lives between New Delhi and Shimla  

Aditi Angiras                                                                                                                                                                      

Aditi Angiras is a poet, writer and artist based in Delhi. She is the founder of Bring Back The Poets, a queer collective of 

South Asian poets. Her poems have been published in the Indian Quarterly, Muse India and various poetry anthologies. 



Some of her mixed-media installations were recently showcased at the Contrabanned: Provocations of Our  

Times exhibition curated by Engendered, a Transnational Arts and Human Rights Organisation and at the Inquiries on the 

Contemporary exhibition at the Italian Cultural Centre.  

Vqueeram Aditya                                                                                                                                                      

Vqueeram Aditya researches gender and sexuality in delhi in the day and is a poet between midnight and 5 am. He 

aspires to be a waitress ever since he heard Julia roberts used to be one. this is the only way he will have a Notting Hill 

love story, be a bad ass activist ala Erin Brokovich, and be a redhead with a radiant smile who made some bad decisions 

with men. The latter he has achieved quite successfully without the former and the self loathing thus sustained is what his 

poetry is about." 

Aditi Nagrath                                                                                                                                                                           

 Aditi Nagrath is a poet, an expressive arts therapist, and a student of clinical psychology. She was born in New Delhi and 

brought up in several countries around the world. Her poems deal primarily with pain and love of all kinds. The oeuvre she 

will be performing is a collection of snippets of a poem-book titled No Luxury in Hell.  

Medha Singh                                                                                                                                                                               

Medha Singh is from New Delhi. Her first collection of poems Ecdysis (2017) has been published by Poetrywala, Mumbai. 

Her poems have previously appeared in Nether, Muse India, Beyond Borders, The Bombay Literary Magazine, The 

Journal of the Poetry Society, Indian Cultural Forum, Coldnoon: Travel Poetics and several others. She has bylines in The 

Hindu, Mtv (indies), Bordermovement, Rock Street Journal and Rolling Stone Magazine, where she wrote on music. She 

received her degree in MA, English Studies from Jawaharlal Nehru University. In 2015, she was part of an exchange 

program as part of her master's degree, at Sciences Po, Paris where she read International Relations. She has read at 

several poetry festivals, and meetups in prominent Indian cities, Mumbai, Bangalore and Delhi. Her poems are 

https://paperwall.in/books/99/Ecdysis


forthcoming in the Sahitya Akademi and Red Hen anthologies of Contemporary Indian Writing. Her interests range widely, 

between philosophy, photography, cinema, music and painting. She is Editor-at-Large at Coldnoon. 

Anagha Gopal                                                                                                                                                                             

Anagha Gopal is a student of literature, currently in the first year of the MA English programme at DU. She first started 

sharing her poetry at spoken word poetry events at the college level, followed by café's/exhibitions in Delhi-NCR. Her 

relationship with her poems is a give and take of comfort and discomfort, and over the last year she has realized that she 

enjoys performing in quieter spaces, with the possibility of discussion and feedback. She likes writing about suburban life, 

navigating desires as a student in Delhi, dealing with body shame, and friendship and loneliness in the city. 

Ishaan Chawdhary                                                                                                                                                                           

Ishaan Chawdhary is a first year English Honours student at Ambedkar University, Delhi. He is part of the performance 

based poetry collective, Slip of Tongue. He has been performing poetry for over a year and a half, and was the winner of 

the 2015 Great Indian Film and Literature Festival's annual slam. He writes poetry as a medium of self-exploration and 

discovery, as well as for social change and awareness. 

 

http://www.coldnoon.com/


 

Appendix VI 

Film Program Curated by Ashwin Ramnathan 

A Note on the Films shown as part of the entire program 

The five films shown were selected to highlight aspects of issues under discussion each day as well provide pointers to 

the larger narratives that are presently occupying the world's imagination. Films reach out to larger audiences than any 

other form of media (barring those powered by the internet, of course). Films have the advantage of being accessible to 

those who are uneducated and therefore have no access to the forms of media provided by the Net or Print media. 

The first film shown, "The Bead Game" by Ishu Patel reflected the view that conflict is not only a part of the natural order 



of things but may lie at the very heart of the processes of nature. Similarity causes just as much conflict as differences 

due to competition for the same resources.  

The second film shown was an extract from Quentin Tarantino's "Inglorious Basterds" highlighting the attitudes and 

mindset of those in whom discrimination and social prejudice pervades their mindset as portrayed by the Nazi SS Colonel 

Hans Landa played by Christophe Waltz. 

We then screened “Fandry” by Nagaraj Manjule as the third in the series. The film shows us glimpses of the ostracisation 

faced by a family of outcastes in rural Maharashtra. They catch stray pigs as part of the sundry services they provide to 

the village. But the daily insults inflicted on them by the very people they serve (Shakespeare’s “Slings and arrows of 

outrageous fortune) wreaks great damage to their psyche. It methodically undermines the hopes and aspirations of the 

younger members of the family even while the older members are reconciled to the injustice they face simply because of 

the accident of birth. 

The fourth film "Raam ke Naam" by Anand Patwardhan offers the viewer a glimpse of some of the socio-political games 

played out under the name of religion and piety. India, with its distinctively pluralistic populace, quite often does its citizens 

a disfavour just because they were born to a particular caste or community. 

The film that rounded off the quintet, "A Year of Living Dangerously" by Peter Weir describes the dangers faced by 

Journalists, who as members of an independent media, when reporting on issues that generate conflict within societies. 

This was deemed an important film as the number of journalists being killed worldwide is growing due to the lack of 

specific safeguards that should be in place to protect those that inform, educate and indeed, transform opinions across 

the world. 
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 PechaKucha in progress 



                                                        Introduction to October School 2017 

 

                                                       Participants of the October School 2017 



                                              Jebeesh Bagchi session in progress 

    Talks in Progress 



                                                          Prof. Aniket Jawaare  

                                                     Prof. Aniket Jawaare Session in progress 

 



                                                             Prof. Shiv Visvanathan 

                                                         Prof. Shiv Visvanathan session in progress                                         
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      Group discussion 
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